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Is There Room for Negotiations in the Climate Negotiations?
In the middle of widespread and growing dissatisfaction
among developing countries with what can best be described
as the “non-negotiating process” taking place here in Lima,
there could be some encouraging developments on finance in
the works.
Yesterday afternoon in the ADP, the co-chairs finally allowed
Parties to see each other’s texts on the screen – a rather small
step forward that makes ECO wonder what took so long.
The day also saw discussion on cooperation, support and
finance; where South Africa launched a more significant
initiative on behalf of the Africa Group (AG). After days of
discussion on the finance and support sections, with little or
no response to the many questions and challenges on process,
the Africa Group put forward an alternative text for the
finance section of the non-paper on elements.
ECO commends the Africa Group for this initiative, and
thinks that Parties and the Co-chairs should accept the request
that this text be used as a basis for negotiations on finance in
the elements paper.

The paper is well-structured, concise, and covers most of
the essential content on finance that needs to be in the Paris
Agreement.
Some of the provisions that could make it a good starting point
for negotiations on the content of the agreement include: the
call for a collective quantified finance goal for the post-2020
period that includes a specific amount from public sources;
consideration of a range of new sources of finance; a link to the
amount of financing needed to achieve the agreed temperature
goal; the need for continued scaling up beyond 2020; and
primary but not exclusive responsibility of Annex I countries
for providing support and finance.
The text is of course not the final word – it can be further
improved by creative proposals on content and drafting
improvements, and perhaps by drawing on some of the
existing finance text in the current non-paper.
But beyond the merits of the AG’s text proposal, adopting
this text as a basis of negotiation would demonstrate that the
process is open to good proposals and that Parties can start to
take ownership of the negotiating process and its outcomes,
before time runs out.

Will the Paris Agreement have a dark side?
The ADP decision text contains a very important issue for the future
of the climate regime. Yet ECO so far has the impression it might
well be kept hidden in the Dark Annex Side of the decision text.

This lack of transparency would serve only to further diminish trust
in this process and could set a horrible precedent for the integrity of
the Paris Agreement itself.

Without the ADP Decision’s Annex’s common elements for
the INDCs, anything can, and probably will, be submitted as a
contribution to the global fight to avoid dangerous climate change
early next year. Recycling a gum wrapper or holding in a fart,
perhaps?

In yesterday’s ADP mitigation session, the US, EU Switzerland
and Japan made what sounded like helpful noises on this issue,
supporting clarifying elements. Venezuela and EU also called for
accounting rules. ECO notes that although this was a mitigation
negotiation, complementary information on adaptation, and finance,
technology and capacity building is also needed.

Lima needs to agree on common complementary information so
that the INDCs of all Parties can be readily reviewed and explored
for all to understand what is really on the table, whether a genuine
commitment to act, or mere accountancy tricks to mask shameful
inaction.
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Argentina Takes Baby Steps Towards
Renewables
ECO welcomes Argentina’s early moves towards achieving
8% of its power from renewable energy sources by 2017, and
20% by 2025. Many civil society organisations and grassroots
movements gathered outside Argentina’s National Congress to
support renewable energy as this important bill was approved.
The bill proposes to accelerate the development of alternative
sources of energy generation. In addition, it would create
a Trust Fund for the Development of Renewable Energies
(FODER) to support the financing of investment projects.
Importantly, the fund would be backed by 50% of the money
saved from importing fossil fuels.
ECO knows that the bill is not perfect, but it provides the
opportunity for a festive and colourful campaign for public
awareness toward a national strategy for renewable energies.
One thing remains clear: Argentina must show greater
ambition in its national commitments and setting its targets
for renewable energies – as they already have been promising
this 8% since 2004.

I <3 ACCOUNTING!
Dear delegates, how much do you love accounting? We
have, at most, 1000 billion more tonnes we can emit, so we’d
better start to count carefully if we want to avoid a dangerous
situation. It is high time that Parties start putting on their
accounting hats under the ADP.
It is expected that only clear requirements for the INCDs will
make counting of emissions possible and include transparent,
comparable, quantifiable, multi-year mitigation targets based
on historical reference levels. With Parties starting to decide
on their contributions for the Paris agreement, now is an
ideal starting point for discussing an adequate accounting
framework. A work programme should be established under
the ADP so countries can start thinking about the accounting
rules that will be needed in the more complex and warmer
post-2020 world.
Accounting rules also have to ensure that the use of
international carbon markets under a new agreement do not
undermine mitigation targets. Avoiding double counting
becomes especially important if countries want to use these.
Therefore, only countries with an ambitious mitigation
target, well below conservatively projected business-as-usual
scenarios, and in line with the 2°C degree target should be
eligible to participate in international markets. Additionally,
their ambition must increase over time.
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mean all is well! ECO would like to remind Brazil and others
that double counting due to CDM emissions reductions being
counted towards the mitigation targets of both the host and the
purchasing country could lead to well over 1000 billion tonnes
more emissions in 2020.
Delegates, accounting is complicated and we are running out of
time. Let’s remember, nature won’t fall for accounting tricks.

Can Lima Close the Gap? No, Not That
One!
We all know that there are a lot of gaps – from emissions and
ambition to finance and capacity – but we’re sorry to inform
you that there is one you may have overlooked: gender.
Gender is one of the foremost social categories in determining
roles, experiences and perspectives in society. Gender gaps
exist in leadership, decision-making, health, education, wages,
and access to resources and finance. If climate policies and
solutions are to meet the needs of women and men, girls
and boys, equally – and be effective – policy-makers must
understand these gendered dynamics.
A priority for the COP20 President, as laid out in his opening
statement, is to build on progress in advancing genderresponsive climate policy. Under the SBI, delegates are
negotiating a new framework for harmonising gender-related
mandates, which exist throughout climate policy, including
in mitigation, adaptation and means of implementation.
A decision to establish such a framework would provide a
platform to define actions, guidance and instruments, as well
as steps and benchmarks, to support Parties in implementing
the mandates (that they have given themselves!).
Similar “Gender Action Plans” exist under the Convention
on Biological Diversity and the UN Convention to Combat
Desertification, providing both precedents and examples for
what Parties can make happen here in Lima.
It’s simple: failing to implement solutions that take into
account the critical role of women and the importance of
gender equality in tackling climate change undermines climate
action. That begs the question: why is it not happening?
Why are some Parties (you know who you are) struggling to
agree on a roadmap to support implementation of their own
decisions? Why are duty bearers – governments, institutions,
and policy-makers – reluctant to include gender equality in
climate change policies? After 20 years, it’s time for climate
policy to no longer exacerbate inequalities, but to address the
rights, needs, and perspectives of all individuals. It’s the only
way to ensure just and sustainable solutions to this planetary
emergency.

ECO has never been bashful about its affection for the Kyoto
Protocol’s clear accounting framework. But that does not
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5 Is the Magic Number
Currently missing from the draft ADP decision text is one of
the most important elements that needs to be agreed if Paris is
to avoid locking us into a high carbon world until 2030.
Options for commitment period length, including the allimportant 5 years, are rightly expressed in the ADP non-paper.
However, the crucially important common implementation
deadline of 2025 for the INDCs is currently missing from the
draft decision text’s Annex on common elements for reporting
on INDCs. A deadline of 2025 also needs to be included in the
decision text itself; para 9 could be a suitable home.
As a complement to language on 2025 and 5-year commitment
period cycles, the decision text should also request the IPCC to
produce an assessment report with a 5-year time cycle so as to
provide the most up-to-date information to inform each round
of commitments.
Since INDCs are presumably the basis for the first
commitment period, the absence of this common element
could lead to a free-for-all that would make a multilateral
effort to avoid the worst impacts of climate change far more
difficult.

Civil Society at Your Service
The past few days have highlighted the important work that
remains before Parties can reach consensus on most issues
in the ADP. However, there is unanimous support for one
concept – transparency. In fact, most Parties mentioned it in
their interventions.
Several Parties have made a strong case for transparency’s
multiple virtues. Indeed, some appear to see this as a silver
bullet for the new agreement that puts us on a path towards
limiting global warming to below 2°C. But while ECO strongly
believe in the value of transparency, it is only one way to
support the substance of commitment and action.

Additionally, the draft decision foresees the organisation of
workshops in June next year to contribute to “enhancing the
clarity, transparency and understanding of the aggregate effect
of the INDCs.” Again, for these workshops to achieve such
ambitious objectives, observers must be invited to participate
actively.
Civil society, including research institutions and nongovernmental organisations, has a wealth of relevant
information and stands ready to fully support the transparency
endeavor. ECO trusts that Parties won’t want to exclude them
from contributing to this crucial process.

IEA’s Deja Vu
When COP20 was starting, the International Energy Agency
(IEA) was also realising its 2014 review of EU energy policies.
The organisation clearly struggled to express a coherent viewpoint
in the review. Their historical interest in ensuring energy
supply from fossils and nuclear is evident, but at the same time
it correctly identifies many elements in support of an EU clean
energy transformation.
The IEA has a reputation for advocating stronger energy
efficiency policies, so it’s no surprise that this latest report pleads
strongly for a higher energy efficiency target when examining
the EU’s emerging 2030 framework. It is less straight-forward
about the potential of renewables: the review identifies the likely
implementation problems caused by eliminating natiownally
binding targets. But it is light on solutions, preferring to put the
emphasis on removing ‘market distorting’ subsidies.
As befits its historical role, the IEA claims that the EU needs the
development of unconventional fossil energy; use of coal, and
access to fossil imports to ensure its energy security. This seems a
reflexive impulse rather than being grounded in assessment of the
implications for our limited carbon budget; stranded assets as the
EU decarbonises, or sustaining the political power of the fossil
lobby.
The IEA’s narrow scope of analysis overlooks that the renewables
revolution is happening at technical, market and social level.
High levels of community and individual empowerment are
beginning to seriously challenge ageing business models and
putting politically influential oligopolies on notice. And Europe
is one of the main laboratories for change globally. Success there
can spur technology, policy and market developments that are of
importance to developed and developing countries alike, creating
power and empowerment for everyone from the most remote
villages to mega-cities.

During the ex-ante review, elements of transparency should
enable the review of the adequacy of individual pledges
and promote ambition. At the implementation stage, it
should serve as the basis for MRV and motivate the full
implementation of countries’ commitments.
To help Parties to articulate processes most conducive to
transparency, ECO would like to offer some suggestions:
If Parties expect such a strong role for transparency - as
opposed to more robust means of accountability - then
these processes build on reliable and objective information.
Considering their unique expertise and practical experience,
observers must be invited to provide complementary
information. Doing so will contribute to understanding of the
significance of the pledges tabled by Parties. Such an exchange
will only contribute to trust if Parties address all questions put
forward.
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The challenge of overcoming decades – no, centuries – of
investment in fossil fuels while combatting the climate crisis
should not be understated. Creating a well-functioning energy
system that is transparent, competitive and cost-effective is
a laudable goal, but won’t come without making some clear
choices. This endeavour would benefit a lot from the IEA letting
go some of its golden calves.
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CC science points to zero carbon by
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2050
Adaptation in the Paris Agreement
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